
INTRODUCTION

Analysis of the kinetics of biological processes is

widely used in biochemistry (kinetics of enzymatic catal�

ysis) and other areas of biology, including biology of aging

and lifespan [1]. The aim of this paper is to discuss prom�

ising ideas and directions for further research in the biol�

ogy of aging, using analysis of the age�related kinetics of

organism mortality.

Fundamental biological theories of aging can be test�

ed using the data on mortality and longevity. For exam�

ple, traditional evolutionary theory explains aging by the

decreasing force of natural selection with age. According

to the mutation accumulation theory proposed by Peter

Medawar, the equilibrium frequency of harmful muta�

tions is higher for mutations operating at older ages

(MOA), as the selection against MOA is weaker and the

balance between formation of the new mutations and

their selection�out shifts towards higher levels of MOA

[2]. One of the testable predictions of this theory is pre�

diction of a fundamental change in the age�specific

dynamics of mortality at very old post�reproductive ages,

when the force of natural selection becomes negligible

and there is no possibility for its further reduction. For

example, a prediction could be made that the dynamics of

mortality at reproductive age (20�40 years in humans)

should fundamentally differ from the dynamics of mortal�

ity at extreme post�reproductive ages (90�105 years).

TESTING PREDICTIONS

OF THE EVOLUTIONARY THEORY OF AGING

We tested this hypothesis using the U. S. Social

Security Administration Death Master File (DMF) data.

It was found in the study of ten single�year extinct birth

cohorts born in 1886�1895 that the rate of mortality

growth with age at post�reproductive old age (up to 105

years) is exactly the same as at younger reproductive ages

and is consistent with the Gompertz–Makeham law [3].

This conclusion was further confirmed by studies of mor�

tality in 22 single�year birth cohorts of the US men and

women born in 1890�1900 (data from the Human

Mortality Database), and by analysis of the mortality tra�

jectories in 8 cohorts of the laboratory mouse and 10

cohorts of the laboratory rats [4].

Figure 1 illustrates this finding. It can be seen that

the mortality rate of women in the United States at ages

100�105 years continues to increase exponentially,

according to the trajectory started at an earlier age.
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This observation represents a challenge to many the�

ories of aging, including the evolutionary theory that

explains aging by declining force of natural selection with

age. New ideas are needed to explain why exactly the

same exponential dynamics of mortality growth is

observed not only at the reproductive age, but also at the

very old post�reproductive age (up to 105 years) when the

force of natural selection becomes close to zero (and

there is no room for its further reduction).

AGE�RELATED AND HISTORICAL

DYNAMICS OF MORTALITY

It should be noted that the dependence of human

mortality on age x after age 30 years is well described by

the well�known Gompertz–Makeham formula with three

non�negative parameters A, R, and α [1]:

μ(x) = A + R exp (αx).                     (1)

Here, the background mortality (parameter A) does

not depend on age and reflects mortality from external

(exogenous) causes of death, while the age�related mor�

tality (Gompertz term) increases exponentially with age

and is associated with aging of the organism. To some

extent these two components correspond to exogenous

(external) and endogenous causes of death. [1, 5]. Until

the 1950s, the decline in human mortality was mainly due

to the decline in background mortality, while the age�

related mortality remained relatively stable [1] (see also

Fig. 2: the mortality curves for calendar years 1925 and

1955 are almost the same for ages over 80). This decline

in mortality was achieved mainly due to the successful

control of infectious diseases. In the 1960s, the back�

ground mortality decreased to an extremely low level

close to zero and this reserve for the further mortality

reduction was exhausted. As a result, most developed

countries experienced a brief stagnation period in life

expectancy growth in the 1960s [6, 7].

In the second half of the 20th century, medicine was

able to influence the age�related component of mortality

and it began to decline mainly due to the decrease in mor�

tality from cardiovascular diseases [7]. However, these

successes were accompanied in some cases by the increase

in mortality from other causes (e.g., Alzheimer’s disease)

[8, 9]. Thanks to advances in medicine in the fight against

chronic diseases of old age, most developed countries

have been able to achieve reductions in the age�related

mortality after the mid�1970s (see Fig. 2, mortality curves

at older ages in calendar years 1955 and 2010). This

decline in the age�related component of mortality in

developed countries is still observed today, although some

countries have experienced another stagnation in mortal�

ity decline (e.g., the United States). It can be seen from

Fig. 2 that the decline in mortality over the period from

1955 to 2010 looks like a parallel shift of mortality down

in semi�logarithmic coordinates. Thus, in modeling the

reduction of mortality over the recent years, it is possible

to use a model of proportional risks with a constant mul�

tiplier a:

mx+t = amx,                                 (2)

where 0 < a < 1; mx+t – mortality at age x, after time peri�

od t.

This property of proportional mortality decline is

currently used in mortality forecasting [10]. Such change

in mortality can be interpreted as a shift of age back in the

exponential function by the same number of years in all

age groups, or as a formal “rejuvenation” occurring in all

age groups equally. Indeed, a recent study found that the

functional status and aging biomarkers of older Japanese

Fig. 1. Logarithm of mortality force for US women born in 1898 as

a function of age. Data source: Human Mortality Database.

Fig. 2. Logarithm of mortality as a function of age for Swedish

women in 1925, 1955 and 2010. Data source: Human Mortality

Database (HMD).
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residents in 2017 were consistent with those of younger

ages (compared with the biomarkers measured ten years

ago for people of the same age) [11]. A similar result was

obtained by examining the functional status of Europeans.

The cognitive and physical functioning indicators meas�

ured in year 2013 formally corresponded to younger ages

compared to the cohorts of the same calendar age in 2004

[12]. Thus, in recent years there has been a gradual func�

tional “rejuvenation” of cohorts of people of the same cal�

endar age. However, the mortality rate of centenarians has

not practically changed for the last 80 years [13]. Thus,

the model of proportional change of mortality over time

appears inapplicable to extremely old ages.

RELIABILITY THEORY

AND “NON�SURVIVOR” HYPOTHESIS

Discussing the age�related dynamics of mortality, we

should consider the following relevant question in the

study of aging: how is it possible for different diseases and

causes of death to “negotiate” with each other in order to

produce a simple exponential function for mortality from

all causes of death combined (given that contribution of

the different causes of death to total mortality varies

greatly with age)? Linked to this question is the tradition�

al approach to life extension, based on combating indi�

vidual causes of death. Indeed, it is well known, from

which causes of death the mortality decreased in the first

half of the 20th century. These are primarily pneumonia,

influenza, tuberculosis, enteritis and other infectious dis�

eases [14]. It is also known that mortality from each of

these causes changes with age. Therefore, their elimina�

tion should inevitably change the age dynamics of total

mortality and the size of its age�related component.

However, mortality increases with age according to the

fairly simple Gompertz formula (the Makeham term is

close to zero in recent decades and has little effect on

mortality dynamics). The only way to resolve this contra�

diction is to admit that the causes of death are not inde�

pendent of each other, but are coordinated so that the

age�related component of mortality increases exponen�

tially with age, despite a dramatic change in the structure

of causes of death. However, then the following question

arises: how do the causes of death “agree” with each other

so that the age�related component of mortality grows with

age in accordance with a fairly simple Gompertz law?

The above facts can be explained by using the

hypothesis of limited organism’s reliability. According to

this hypothesis, an organism is a multi�redundant system

with high, but not infinitely high reliability [1, 15].

Therefore, there is always some probability that the inter�

ference in the work of individual elements of the organism

will coincide randomly in time and the organism will

move into a state of non�specific vulnerability. Such fail�

ure causes a whole cascade of dependent failures of other

systems in the organism, so there are many observed caus�

es of death. Figure 3 shows the simplest scheme illustrat�

ing the idea of this hypothesis. According to this scheme,

an organism in a normal state can die only in extreme sit�

uations, certainly lethal for any, even the healthiest organ�

ism (corresponding to the background component of

mortality, which in the developed countries is already

close to zero). In addition, as a result of the failure of one

of the body systems, it may also pass into a state of non�

specific vulnerability, which is called “non�survivor” [1].

It should be noted that this state has a quite clear biologi�

cal meaning. For example, failures of immune system, the

frequency of which sharply increases with age, create a

nonspecific vulnerability to the widest range of diseases,

both endogenous and exogenous [16, 17]. Having fallen

into a state of nonspecific vulnerability, an organism

quickly dies from any of the first causes it has caught. This

concept to a certain extent echoes the new concept of

phenoptosis, when an organism is eliminated from the

population as a result of multiple systems failure [18].

As can be seen from this scheme, the age�related

component of mortality is determined by the rate of the

first limiting stage of the organism’s transition from a

normal state to a state of non�specific vulnerability

(“non�survivor”). This means that the age�related com�

ponent of mortality is not summed�up of individual caus�

es of death but, on the contrary, is being distributed

between them. In other words, the rate of the first limit�

ing stage determines the value of “death quota”, which is

then distributed among its various particular manifesta�

tions, called “causes” of death. The proposed scheme

allows explaining why elimination of the separate age�

dependent causes of death is not always capable of chang�

ing the size of the age component of mortality. In fact,

any reduction of the death rate of organisms, being in a

state of non�specific vulnerability, inevitably leads to the

increase of share of the organisms being in this state, and

to restoration of the former mortality rate due to increase

of mortality from other causes. However, when the rate of

the rate�limiting stage decreases, the transition to a state

of nonspecific vulnerability is slowed down and the total

mortality rate decreases.

The hypothesis of limited organism’s reliability

explains the phenomenon of historical stability of the

age�related component of mortality before the early

1950s, as well as the facts of “independent” behavior of

the total mortality in relation to its components.

Moreover, this hypothesis makes it possible to justify the

Gompertz–Makehan formula using such simple notions

of the nature of aging as reduction of reserves of organism

systems with age [1]. Therefore, the idea of limited relia�

bility of the organism is sufficiently well�founded and

natural to be used as a working hypothesis in determining

the ways and prospects for extension of human life.

This hypothesis argues that the problem of human

lifespan extension is not reduced to fighting individual
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causes of death. Moreover, the hypothesis of limited reli�

ability predicts that reduction of mortality from individ�

ual causes of death will only lead to a significant reduc�

tion of total mortality when the initial stage of organism’s

destruction (transition to a state of non�specific vulnera�

bility) ceases to be a limiting stage of the whole process.

Apparently, the future belongs to another strategy based

on explaining the mechanisms of organism’s reliability

providing nonspecific resistance to a wide range of dam�

aging factors. If successful in this direction, we can expect

simultaneous reduction in mortality from a wide variety

of diseases. These ideas are conceptually close to the cur�

rently developing direction in gerontology, which is called

geroscience [19]. This direction is based on the well�

known idea that in order to increase lifespan and healthy

longevity in particular, it is necessary to move from com�

bating specific diseases of old age to slowing down the

pathological processes leading to aging (e.g., reduction of

systemic sterile inflammation). Apparently, further suc�

cess in gerontology should be expected in the develop�

ment of this particular direction of research.

MORTALITY DYNAMICS

IN THE TIME OF COVID�19

Despite the successful fight against infectious dis�

eases, the current coronavirus epidemic shows that the

Fig. 3. Simplified scheme illustrating hypothesis of intermediate state of non�specific vulnerability (“non�survivor”).

Fig. 4. Trends in logarithm of mortality for Spanish women in year

2020 for three age groups, 65�74, 75�84 and 85+ years, by week.

Data source: Human Mortality Database (HMD).

Fig. 5. Logarithm of mortality as a function of age before coron�

avirus epidemic (5th week of 2020, clear markers) and during the

coronavirus epidemic (14th week of 2020, black markers) for

Spanish men and women. Data source: Human Mortality

Database.
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final victory in this fight is far from over. Scientists have

already noticed that COVID�19 affects mainly the old

people [20]. In this respect, it is useful to check how

COVID�19 affects the age profile of mortality and aging

rate. Infectious diseases have tended to increase back�

ground mortality in the past, i.e., mortality in all age

groups received an additional and approximately the

same component for all ages a:

mx+t = A + a + mx,                           (3)

where A is background mortality, a – additional compo�

nent of background mortality as a result of epidemic,

mx – age�related mortality at age x before epidemic. This

was the mechanism by which the mortality rate increased

during the Spanish flu pandemic in 1918 [21]. Because of

this, mortality at young and middle ages increased by a

factor of about 3.3, while at older ages it increased by a

factor of only 1.3 (calculated from HMD data for Italian

women). This was the result of an additive rather than a

multiplicative mechanism of increasing mortality during

the Spanish flu pandemic [21].

Now let’s look at the current COVID�19 pandemic.

The Human Mortality Database contains information on

weekly deaths in a number of countries [22]. Data for

Spain provide an opportunity to compare mortality at the

peak of the epidemic with mortality before the epidemic.

Figure 4 shows trends in the logarithm of mortality for

Spanish women in year 2020 for three age groups, 65�74,

75�84, and 85+ years. It may be noted that, for all three

age groups, the peak of mortality occurred around the

14th week of 2020.

The effect of coronavirus infection on the age�spe�

cific mortality can be analyzed by comparing mortality at

the 14th week (peak of the epidemic) with mortality at the

5th week (before the epidemic). The age�specific mortal�

ity rates in HMD are given for wide age intervals but nev�

ertheless allow estimating the change in the age�specific

dynamics of mortality before and during the COVID�19

epidemic for ages above 65 years.

Figure 5 shows the age profile of the logarithm of

mortality in Spanish elderly population before and during

the epidemic for both men and women. It can be seen that

there is a fairly clear upward parallel shift in mortality for

both women and men. Thus, a model of proportional

risks with a constant multiplier a can be applied to mor�

tality description during the COVID�19 epidemic:

mx+t = amx, where a > 1.                    (4)

The mortality rate of the elderly population of Spain

(over 65 years of age) at the time of the epidemic was pro�

portionally increased at older ages by a factor of 1.9 for

men and 1.7 for women (see Fig. 5). It is interesting to

note that, at younger ages (under 50), the COVID�19

pandemic had little or no effect on the total mortality rate

in that country (as found in our analysis of more detailed

data on five�year age groups in the Human Mortality

Database).

Unlike the model of proportional reduction of mor�

tality in human history discussed earlier, this is not a for�

mal “rejuvenation”, but on the contrary a shock “aging”

of the population during the epidemic. In the framework

of the hypothesis under discussion, it is possible to

assume that the transition to a state of non�specific vul�

nerability (“non�survivor”) occurs more rapidly under

the action of coronavirus infection, or that this infection

“eliminates” non�survivors more rapidly (“harvesting

effect”). The multiplicative effect of the increase in mor�

tality during the COVID�19 epidemic is a significant dif�

ference between this epidemic and the 1918 Spanish flu

pandemic [21]. This mechanism also explains the pre�

dominant killing of the older population compared to the

Spanish flu in 1918. As in the case of Spanish flu epidem�

ic, the actuarial rate of aging (relative growth rate of mor�

tality with age) does not change at older ages (65+ years).

However, the so�called “compensation effect of mortali�

ty” (reduction of relative differences in mortality with age

[1] is clearly observed when comparing mortality of men

and women both before and during the epidemic (see

Fig. 5, convergence of male and female death rates at

older ages).

Thus, the analysis of age�specific mortality dynamics

allows researchers to study possible mechanisms of its

change during aging and stressful infectious loads.
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